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Abstract: It delineates the trials and tabulations, women in Chinese society were facing which can be visible 

through the character of O-lan in ‘The Good Earth’. The significance of the study is that one can know about 

the patriarchal Chinese society and social evils prevalent like selling of daughters, female infanticide, Foot 

binding, domestic violence, women as sex symbols etc. It also can be used for how societies organize gender 

roles, relations, and identities, and how these intersect with other hierarchies of power, such as class, race, 

nationality, ethnicity, sexuality, disability and age. Women’s and Gender Studies provide critical thinking 

skills and an understanding of women’s diverse contributions to society, which are valuable for a wide variety 

of careers. Women’s and Gender Studies are committed to realizing the equality of women and men in all 

areas of life so that our relationships, both personal and social, are characterized by the freedom and 

mutuality which can only occur among equals. The study might be useful for the sociologist to study social 

conditions and cultural study and even for cross cultural study of different countries. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It delineates the trials and tabulations, women in Chinese society were facing which can be visible through the character 

of O-lan in ‘The Good Earth’. The significance of the study is that one can know about the patriarchal Chinese society 

and social evils prevalent like selling of daughters, female infanticide, Foot binding, domestic violence, women as sex 

symbols etc. It also can be used for how societies organize gender roles, relations, and identities, and how these intersect 

with other hierarchies of power, such as class, race, nationality, ethnicity, sexuality, disability and age. Women’s and 

Gender Studies provide critical thinking skills and an understanding of women’s diverse contributions to society, which 

are valuable for a wide variety of careers. Women’s and Gender Studies are committed to realizing the equality of women 

and men in all areas of life so that our relationships, both personal and social, are characterized by the freedom and 

mutuality which can only occur among equals. The study might be useful for the sociologist to study social conditions 

and cultural study and even for cross cultural study of different countries. 

Feminism refers to movements aimed at defending and establishing equal political, economic, and social rights and equal 

opportunities for women in a male centric world. Right from Christine de Pisan to Mary Woll stone Craft, from Simone 

de Beauvoir to Jane Austin and beyond, women have been demanding their rights in a male centric world. Pearl Syden 

stricker Buck, the Nobel Laureate, contributed a great deal to the rapid expansion of feminism in America as well as 

China. Pearl Buck was able to shape American perceptions of China more effectively and positively than other feminists, 

and other missionaries. She tries to bring out the pathetic condition of women in ‘The Good Earth’ especially through the 

character of O-lan. The present paper aims at depicting the status of women in patriarchal Chinese society and social 

conditions responsible for it. This was fulfilled by critical and analytical study of Buck’s renowned novel ‘The Good 

Earth’. 

According to Buck’s personal experiences in China enabled her to depict a world in which women are property. Women 

are strictly confined in the severely rigid patriarchal society of the early twentieth-century China. By reading ‘The Good 

Earth’ we can sum up that the Chinese society is patriarchal, oppressive to women through the trials and tribulations, 

women like O-Lan faces. In the 1st chapter, her parents sell O-Lan to the great House of Hwang. In China, Poor families 

would often sell their daughters off for slavery or prostitutions. When her owner, the Old Mistress explains O-Lan’s 

appearance to Wang, she claims, “She is not beautiful, but that you do not need.” The Old Mistress reinstates what his 
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father tells her before their marital relationship begins: “And what will we do with a pretty woman? We must have a 

woman who will tend the house and bear Children as she works in the fields. A pretty woman will be forever thinking 

about clothes to go with her pretty face.” Femininity is not bred into one’s genes. Instead, it is created by members of a 

society. Females are typically encouraged to behave in specific feminine ways from a young age. For instance, girls are 

discouraged from acting roughly for society grimace upon such displays of unfeminine traits. Girls are also provided with 

toys that strengthen these “rules” of “femininity”. For example, girls are given dolls and kitchen sets to play with. They 

are expected to become mothers and manage household chores. After all, men’s dominancy over women is the central 

ideology in a traditional Chinese society. He believes that men must not yield to women. When O-lan, Wang Lung’s 

bride, reaches their home, Wang Lung’s father intentionally ignores her. He pretends to take interest in the clouds and 

made remarks on the weather. It would have been beneath him to notice her. His ignorance of O-lan demonstrates his 

disregard of women. To him, she is merely a person to be used for the household tasks. He believes that women are meant 

to be used as slaves. He is portrayed as impatient for his evening meal “I’m too old to wait for my food like this”. He 

says this to O-lan when she returns home from the fields with Wang Lung. He refuses to prepare his own meals since she 

is now staying with them. His attitude shows that he holds women responsible for all domestic chores. In his perception, 

women must also be submissive and satisfied with what their husband provides them with. This notion can be seen in the 

scene where he condemns pretty women who are materialistic, saying “She will be forever thinking about clothes to go 

with her face”. As a matter of fact, Wang Lung’s manly mannerisms are not innate but they are certainly constructed by 

his father. His father’s masculinity, on the other hand, would have been inherited by his own father, Wang Lung’s 

grandfather. This process reflects Berger and Luckmann’s assumption of the social construction of reality. As a result of 

it, the new generation will not raise any question against the strength of such masculine traits and will accept of them as 

norms or traditions. The births of a baby Boy are of a higher value in a patriarchal Confucian system. Wang Lung also 

had such notion that sons are more valuable than daughters. Female Infanticide was also traced in Chinese society. Wang 

Lung is suddenly smitten with fear when he expects to have a son. He then hides his child with his coat and cries out, 

“What a pity our child is a female whom no one could want and covered with smallpox as well! Let us pray it may die”. 

His eagerness for a son is evident when O-lan gives birth to his child. He asks her annoyingly, “Is it a man. Tell me at 

least this is a man”. When he learns that the child is a boy, he plans to buy a basketful of red eggs for the people in his 

village, saying “Thus will everyone know I have a son”. By presenting a baby boy instead of a girl, she is praised and 

treated with respect by the people of the Great House, hence allowing her to feel a sense of pride. If she were to have 

brought back a girl, she would have been sent back to her parents’ home. The birth of his son boosts Wang Lung’s 

masculine pride for a son is significant. After all, sons are responsible for bearing the family name and maintaining family 

traditions. O-lan spends her life working for an endeavor for which she never seeks a reward. She gives all her efforts 

and applies all her considerable capability to improve Wang Lung’s position and she neither receives loyalty for passion 

from him in return. Wang Lung is annoyed when she becomes pregnant with her second child fearing that her condition 

will keep her away from working in the field, when Wang Lung perceived one day that again she was with child, his first 

thought was of irritation that during harvest she would be unable to work. He shouted at her with fatigue, ‘so you have 

chosen this time to breed again, have you!’ Women resort to the terrible practice of female infanticide. O-lan gives birth 

to a daughter, whom she instantly smothers. Wang Lung wraps the body in a piece of broken mat and lay sit next to an 

old grave. "He had scarcely put the burden down before a famished, wolfish dog hovered almost at once behind him." 

Due to the threat of starvation, O-lan did not hesitate to kill her own female child. Female infanticide was a common 

practice in Chinese society. O-lan’s act shows that there was a social precedent of killing female infants. Foot-binding is 

a “feminine mystique” designed to please men. According to the social constructionist theory, social phenomena are 

formed, institutionalized, known, and made into tradition by humans. Likewise, the significance of foot-binding was 

communally agreed upon and made into a tradition in feudal China. Wang Lung’s masculine admiration of bound feet is 

shaped by members of the Confucian culture. They consider bound feet beautiful. Therefore, Wang Lung too deems it a 

sign of beauty. His craving for O-lan to have bound feet is apparent when he said “He saw with an instant’s 

disappointment that her feet were not bound”. Wang Lung’s craving for this old Chinese tradition of beauty demonstrates 

that how much influence society has on building his masculine traits. The Confucian culture of China is responsible for 

such Wang Lung’s masculine view point of sons, concubines and foot-binding. Other than that, culture can have influence 

on one’s femininity as well. Buck has depicted the social conditions facing poor Chinese family realistically. O-lan prefers 
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the option of selling her daughter. If she were to remain with the family, all of them might starve. If she is sold to a 

wealthy family, she will be provided with food and shelter and her sale will give the family money to survive. 

Masculine pride in a Confucian culture, Sons, concubines and foot-binding are deemed valuable in a traditional Confucian 

culture. Such perception, however, is not a product of nature. Gergen, a primary contributor to the social constructionist 

theory, posited that one has to investigate historical and cultural bases of diverse forms of world construction. By doing 

so, one will discover that the male appreciation of sons, concubines and foot-binding is the result of, as Gergen puts it, 

“an active, cooperative enterprise of persons in relationship.” In this case, the glorification of sons, concubines and foot-

binding stem from feudal China. According to Huo , men were the dominant ones in the feudal society. They were more 

important ever since ancient times. As stated by Berger and Luckmann, the next generation tends to follow what is passed 

down by the previous generation. Consequently, sons are of a higher value in a patriarchal Confucian system. Wang Lung 

is brought up to believe that sons are more valuable than daughters. His eagerness for a son is evident when O-lan gives 

birth to his child. He asks her importunately, “Is it a man. Tell me at least this is it a man”. When he learns that the child 

is a boy, he plans to buy a basketful of red eggs for the people in his village, saying “Thus will everyone know I have a 

son”. The birth of his son boosts Wang Lung’s masculine pride for a son is significant. After all, sons are responsible for 

bearing the family name and maintaining family traditions. Chesebro and Fuse asserted that one’s masculine mannerisms 

are constructed socially and symbolically. They stated that the diverse associations credited to masculinity are the result 

of characteristics that people have attributed to men. In short, they claimed that masculinity is socially constructed. Wang 

Lung’s appreciation of concubines can be traced back to feudal China. According to Hu, men were permitted to have 

numerous concubines in feudal China. It is also a well known fact that Chinese emperors had many concubines. Thus, it 

is no wonder that men in a Confucian society think of concubines as symbols of wealth and status. Wang Lung too takes 

pride in buying a concubine. “And it was a pride to Wang Lung in the village that men mentioned with envy the woman 

in his inner court”. Having a concubine is one of the characteristics attributed to the wealthy men in his society. Thus, his 

concubine Lotus greatly increases Wang Lung’s male pride and allows him to be on par with the rich. Foot-binding is a 

“feminine mystique” designed to please men. According to the social constructionist theory, social phenomena are 

formed, institutionalized, known, and made into tradition by humans. Likewise, the significance of foot-binding was 

communally agreed upon and made into a tradition in feudal China. Wang Lung’s masculine admiration of bound feet is 

shaped by members of the Confucian culture. They consider bound feet beautiful. Therefore, Wang Lung too deems it a 

sign of beauty. His desire for O-lan to have bound feet is apparent “He saw with an instant’s disappointment that her feet 

were not bound”. Wang Lung’s yearnings for this old Chinese tradition of beauty illustrate the influence society has on 

constructing his masculine traits. In a nutshell, Wang Lung’s masculine view of sons, concubines and foot-binding is 

constructed by the Confucian culture and feudal China. Had he belonged to a different culture or society, he might not 

have shared the same perception. Wang Lung’s masculine characteristics also show that he conforms to what is conveyed 

by his father, society and culture. Other than that, culture can affect one’s femininity as well. 
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